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“Both R&D and Retail”:
Regional Organizational Networks as
Infrastructures for Digital Learning Innovation

How does participation in a regional organizational network
mediate the exploratory innovation practices of educators within
out of school educational organizations?

“Mozilla Hive NYC Learning Network is a city-wide laboratory where educators, technologists and mentors design
innovative, connected educational experiences for youth. Together, these institutions create an ecosystem of opportunities
for young people to explore their interests and develop key 21st-century skills.”
- HiveNYC.org, March 2014

	
  

“The Hive representing busy bees buzzing, probably more organizations than a dozen, coming together moving the minds,
energies, soul, combine, so we can intertwine and move forward, rather than rewind, all the different factors, sections,
sectors, ways that we perfect our learning, living, loving, community experience.”
- Hive NYC member, March 2013

Abstract
Exploratory innovation practices, those related to problem identification, information
discovery, sense-making and experimentation (March, 1991), are a critical aspect of
flexible educational communities and networks, enabling effective responses to a
Member
landscape of evolving technologies, literacies and cultural contexts. However, most
Organizations
literature related to educational innovation is focused on what happens to “mature”
innovations; how they are implemented (Penuel et al., 2011; Spillane et al., 2002), scaled
(Tatar et al., 2006) and sustained (Coburn & Russell, 2008;). By contrast, scholarship
outside of education actively investigates early stages of innovation elucidating the
practices, knowledge dynamics and community contexts in which they occur (e.g., Brown
& Duguid, 1991; Fullerton et al., 2004; Hargadon, 2002). This study aims to fill a gap in
knowledge regarding how educators engage in exploratory innovation practices, and ways
that broader network ties, policies and dynamics mediate this activity.

Engaged in 14 months of fieldwork between March of 2012 and March 2014
Conducted 82 semi-structured interviews with educators and network stakeholders
Logged over 350 hours of direct observation
Generated 44 field notes as part of on-going sense-making
Written 7 synthetic analytic memos aimed at theoretical sensitization

Through the above, the methodology aims to generate clear descriptions of practice and
establish mediational mechanisms that begin to explain their unfolding in situ.

Cross-organizational
Collaborations

What are some of the ways that the policy and participation structures associated with
a regional organizational network mediate these educators’ exploratory innovation
practices?

Image 1. Hive NYC member organizations as of March 2014.

Grounded Theoretical Framework:
Developing and Sensitizing Innovation Constructs Inductively
and Deductively Based on March’s notion of Exploration

During Pop-Ups we’ve observed, Hive members and
stakeholders have used these contexts to experiment with a
variety of innovations at different stages of development.
Below are examples from a Pop-Up held in July of 2012.
Rev- tested out their teen peer
education model,“PopSquad”, where
a teen ‘street team’ teaches video
production.

Institute of Play play-tested Gamekit,
a set of self directed game design
activities and prompts.
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Mozilla conducted its first user-test
	
  
of the web coding tool Thimble.

Reinvention

Experimentation
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What are some of the ways that social ties associated with a regional organizational
network mediate these educators’ exploratory innovation practices?

This research was generously supported through
grants from the Hive Digital Media and Learning
Fund in the New York Community Trust.

“Particle Accelerators”:
Pop-Ups as Contexts for
Experimentation

Figure 1. Bipartite network map of Hive member and collaborator
organizations (left side) and funded partnership projects engaged in (right side).

Testing

What are some ways that the field affiliation mediates these educators’ exploratory
innovation practices?

Image 3. Pop-Up activity station map handed out to youth and
adult participants at a Hive-facilitated day long Pop—Up event.

Image 2. Pop-Up participants learning how to set
up and customize blogs.

Research Questions
What are some of the distinct exploratory innovation practices that educators in out of
school educational organizations engage in?

Mediating Innovation Practices

What is a “Hive”? Hive NYC can be understood in numerous ways:
① a set of designed policy mechanisms and participation structures
② a community of practice oriented around digital learning
③ a set of dynamic social ties across actor nodes
④ a knowledge-building community
⑤ a “policy imaginary” that mobilizes distinct discourses of practice

Methodology

•
•
•
•
•

Findings: The Hive Pop-Up: Participation Structures

Context of Investigation: Hive NYC Learning Network

The Big Question

This study engaged in ethnographic fieldwork, observation, document analysis, structured
and informal interviews in order to describe distinctive exploratory innovation practices that
educators engage in and explain the ways such practices are mediated by policies and
participation structures, social ties amongst actors, and contrasting field affiliations. To
date the study has:
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Evaluation

Refinement

Pop-Ups in the Eyes
of Hive Stakeholders
“Pop-ups can be quickly described as free-flowing,
interest-driven festivals where people and
organizations highlight and share their tools,
projects and ideas with a diverse audience.”
– Hive staffer
“The pop-up is a distillation of the Hive […] as well
as a praxis. […] When I think of a distillation of the
Hive, and pop-ups, I think about particle
accelerators, in which interesting things slam
together at fast speeds, for a VERY VERY short
amount of time, release lots of energy and new
particles.”
- Hive member
	
  

“Distillation of Hive”:
Pop-Ups as Contexts for
Circulation and Discovery of
Pedagogical Values
As a context of regular engagement for both external
organizational partners of Hive NYC as well as existing
members, Pop-Ups act to model what the network “is
about” and serve as a means of information discovery
regarding :

•
•
•
•
•

production-centered pedagogies
interest-driven learning
multi-generational engagement
youth peer education and leadership
semi-public sharing of personal
creations
• feedback and iterative work
• digitally-mediated learning
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